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Abstract
In this report, the selforganization process of decaying 2D turbulence has been stuclied by
performing numerical simulations. The aim of this project is to investigate the influence
of (i) the type of boundary condition, (ii) the type of viscosity and (iii) the type of initial
condition on statistica! properties of the coherent structures. These statistica! properties
-e.g. mean area, mean strength and total amount of vortices- have been acquired by an
available wavelet code. The pretentious underlying motivation is to give final conclusions
about the validity of comparisons between laboratory experiments and numerical simulations in this field of research . An available dealiased Fourier-Galerkin pseudospeetral
code, where the boundaries are periadie implicitly, has been used for this purpose. This
code has been modified in such a way that it is suitable for computations with stress-free
boundaries. Data from simulations with no-slip boundary conditions are obtained with a
Chebyshev pseudospeetral code.
Simulations have shown that the vortex statistics do not differ significantly between
a flow which is confined by periodic- and by stress-free boundaries. However, no-slip
boundaries cause a continuous production of small-scale struetures, which results in a less
efficient selforganization process.
In general the use of hyperviscosity is performed in order to achieve a higher effective
Reynolds number, and by a desire to confine the damping to the smallest resolved scales.
When the Reynolds number of the flow is increased, the selforganization process needs a
larger transient time and becomes less efficient . This can be explained by the decrease of
the critical merger distance. However, the statistica! properties of the coherent struetures
cause serious doubts whether the case of increasing Newtonian viscosity approaches the
case of hyperviscosity.
Simulations with initial conditions which contain a larger population of vortices, show
that the statistica! properties of the vortices change more rapidly. It is found that the initial Reynolds number basedon the box size, does not represent the flow evolution uniquely.
Even when the vortices are more abundant, and possess the same individual size, energy
and mutual distance, the statistica! properties change more rapidly. However, the total
ensemble of initial conditions used, shows a moderate difference in efficiency of the selforganization process.
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Chapter 1
Intrad uction
Physical research activities involve two important questions. (i) How can we understand
certain physical phenomena? (ii) How can we use them in technical applications to solve
industrial problems? This report deals with the former. The objectives of physicists and
engineers, however, are not quite separable, because the engineers need to understand and
the physicists need to be motivated through applications [15].
The field of geophysical fiuid dynamics studies the behaviour of large-scale fiows in the
atmosphere and the oceans on Earth. The importance of this subject lies in a variety
of non-technical applications: e.g. the prediction of the paths of hurricanes (see figure
1.1), the adveetion of pollutants in the atmosphere and oceans, and the understanding of
periadie passage of warm water along the tropical Pacific and the western coast of South
America: the well-known El Niiio effect.

Figure 1.1: An image of hurricane Bonnie as captured by the astronauts of Space Shuttle
Endeavour in September 1992.
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There are three main arguments why we can approximate the large-scale geophysical flows
as two-dimensional (2D). (i) The shell as control volume is relatively thin with respect to the
radius of the Earth. So, the large-scale motions are locally parallel to the Earth's surface.
(ii) The planetary background rotation will induce a geostrophic flow, corresponding to
the Taylor-Proudman theorem. (iii) The density stratification of the atmosphere (due to
solar thermal effects) and the oceans (due to a combination of temperature and salinity
gradients) serve as two-dimensionalization mechanisms. For a more detailed analysis of
these two-dimensionalization mechanisms we refer to, for example, the textbook on fluid
dynamics by Kundu [15].
In contrast to 3D turbulence, where the kinetic energy of the flow is transported via a
cascade process from the macroscale to the Kolmogorov mieraseale and is dissipated there,
2D turbulence is characterized by an inverse energy cascade. This results in a selforganization of the flow, which is observed experimentally and numerically in the generation
of large-scale vortices, with a long lifetime. See figure 1.1 again, as an example of such a
structure with a long lifetime.
There are three ways to do research in this field: (i) formulating theoretica! models, (ii)
performing laboratory experiments and (iii) running numerical simulations at a computer.
Preferably, these activities should be carried out interactively with each other. Figure 1.2
shows a diagram, including an indication when these activities started to be focussed on
(geophysical) fluid dynamics problems.

Theory

Lab. exp.

appr. 18th century

1st half of 20th century

Num. s1m.
2nd

half of 20th century

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of 2D fiuid dynamics research.
Theoretica! models which contain the conservation of mass, linear momenturn and energy
are very difficult to solve. They consist of coupled non-linear partial differential equations.
The famous 3D N avier-Stokes equation was first formulated in 1822. The first laboratory
experiment, invalving moving boclies in rotating fluids, was carried out by Taylor in 1923
[25]. Nowadays, many experiments are carried out in rotatingor stratified fluids in order to
understand the behaviour of quasi-2D vortices. Typical questions involve the interaction
and stability properties of these vortices. However, laboratory experiments always involve
additional physical mechanisms such as, for example, the preserree of Ekman boundary
6

layers which modify the dynamics and stability properties of vortices. The added value
of numerical simulations is the possibility to investigate vortex dynamics in purely 2D
flows, thus separating the main physical mechanisms of 2D flows from additional 3D flow
phenomena. An important requirement for numerical simulations to be feasible is that it
should deliver accurate results relatively fast . The first computer algorithms are dated from
the early sixties. In order to obtain a better understanding of the complex flow phenomena
it seems to be inevitable to do research on all these three fields!
In literature one can find several reports of numerical simulations of decaying (i.e. no
external forcing is present) 2D turbulence. To start numerical research, one always has to
define a starting point. In the field of 2D turbulence studies, assumptions have been made
for initial- and boundary conditions. Also a physical material property like Newtonian
viscosity has often been reformulated in a mathematica! way, commonly referred to as
super- or hyperviscosity. In this formulation one assumes to obtain a higher non-linearity of
the flow [1 7]. An interesting phenomenon is that certain authors use hypotheses formulated
by previous authors. An example to illustrate this fact is, see [21]: 'It is generally accepted
that superviscosity does not significantly affect the statistica[ properties of the flow on scales
larger than the dissipative one. '. In this report this hypothesis will he tested fora particular
set of parameters descrihing the statistics of the vortices in the flow. More concretely: this
report discusses numerical simulations of the selforganization process of 2D flows without
background rotation, temperature gradients and external forcing, confined in a square
domain. The main goal is to follow statistica! properties of vortices in time, like mean
area, mean strength and total amount of vortices.
In 1991 Carnevale et al. proposed a new sealing theory of vortices [5] which seems
to be confirmed by several numerical studies [5, 26]. However, a pessimistic possibility
exists that there are no universal statistics at all, so that the very appearance of the
statistica! properties depends on the finest details in the initial condition and the preserree
of domain boundaries. Numerical simulations with no-slip boundaries (such as found in
laboratory experiments), sametimes show a spontaneous spin-up during the initial stage
of the turbulent decay process [7] . This mechanism is being created only due to normal
and shear stresses of the walls. The computed decay exponents disagree with the sealing
theory and this could be associated with the mean rotation of the flow built up by the
spin-up process. This project continues the research of the influence of boundaries on the
selforganization process. The strategy is to perform several sets of numerical simulations,
each with different boundary conditions (periodic, stress-free and no-slip). Additionally,
the role of hyperviscosity will be investigated and also the sensitivity to initial conditions.
The remainder of this report has been organized in the following way. First, in chapter
2 some basic equations and theory of 2D turbulence will be discussed. Also some phenomenological evidence of sealing behaviour is provided, in a brief historica! overview. In
chapter 3 a special method used in this project -to solve 2D turbulence numerically- will
be discussed. Then in chapter 4, the implementation of boundary-, viscosity- and initial
conditions, necessary to run simulations, will be defined. In chapter 5 the most important
results are discussed. And finally in chapter 6 the conclusions and recommendations of
this project are presented.
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Chapter 2
Theory of Decaying 2D Turbulence
In this chapter some basic theory will be discussed. The equations governing the flow in
density stratified fluids or in rotating fluids, will be discussed. Additionally, essential information to describe the dynamics of 2D turbulence, including the selforganization process
and a useful sealing theory of vortices is presented. Also a brief historica! overview will be
given, in order to put this project in a certain framework.

2.1

Governing Equations

This section discusses the connected movement of flowing media, i.e. liquids and gasses.
These media are being assumed to be continuous. We will pass the molecular structure, i.e.
a small volume element still contains a lot of molecules. If one takes a control volume and
applies physical conservation laws, one obtains an integral formulation of the equations
of motion. By applying the divergence theorem of Gauss, one obtains a differential form,
valid in every point of the fluid . In the latter formulation, the flow of an incompressible
Newtonian fluid is determined by the equation descrihing conservation of mass (often
referred to as the continuity equation),

(2.1)

V·v=O,
and the equation expressing conservation of linear momentum,

(
)
-av
at + v · V v =

1
--\lp
+ v V 2v
p

+ a e,

(2.2)

in which v is the local Eulerian velocity vector, t the time, p the fluid density, p the
pressure, v the kinematic viscosity and a e the acceleration due to the sum of external
forces, e.g. the gravitational acceleration. The latter equation is commonly referred to as
the Navier-Stokes equation.
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A very useful quantity, which is a measure of the rotation of the individualfluid parcels,
is the vorticity w, defined as
W

= \7

(2.3)

X V.

Another useful equation can be derived by taking the curl of (2.2) and using the vector
identity

(v. V)v

=(\7 x v) x v + 21 v(v · v).

(2.4)

The result is the so called vorticity transport equation 1 :
Dw

-=(w · 'V)v-w('V·v)+
Dt

\7 p x \7p
2
+v'Vw
.
p2

(2.5)

The first two terms on the right-hand side express vorticity production due to stretching,
squeezing and tilting of vortex tubes. The third term represents vorticity production due
to baroclinic effects (when \7 pisnotparallel to \7p) and the fourth term describes diffusion
of vorticity due to viseaus effects.
For 2D flows the vorticity w has only a single component, and the vorticity equation
reduces toa scalar form. In this case, a flow in a horizontal plane with velocity v = (u, v, 0),
we have w = (O,O,w). Mass conservation (2.1) is implicitly obeyed by introducing the
stream function 7/J which is defined as

u=

ö'ljJ
öy'

(2.6)

wi th (x, y) the Cartesian coordinates in the plane of motion. It can be proved that streamlines of the flow obey to 7/J(x, y, t) = constant [23]. The vorticity and stream function are
related through a Poisson equation,

\727/J

(2.7)

= -w .

1f the flow is barotropic (\7 pis parallel to \7p), the vorticity is governed by
Dw _ Öw

=at+ J(w, 7/J) =

Dt

2

(2.8)

v\7 w.

Here, J is the Jacobian operator, which can be written as
J (w' 7/J)

= a(w' 7/J) = Öw ö'ljJ
ö(x,y)

Öx Öy

- Öw ö'ljJ
Öy Öx

A useful integral quantity characterising the tot al flow, is the circulation
f _

f

V ·

c
1

The material derivative operator

f}t

=Ît +

(v · \7).
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dr.

(2.9)

0

r

defined as
(2.10)

The integral is evaluated along a closed contour C, and dr is a line element of that contour.
The relationship between r and w can be obtained by applying Stokes' integral theorem 2
to (2.10) . Using (2.3) this yields

r=

jj wdA,

(2.11)

A

where A is an arbitrary surface enclosed by the contour C. This equation expresses that
the circulation of a flow along a contour equals the flux of vorticity through the surface
enclosed by the contour.

2. 2

Selforganization

Assume the fluid density in a 2D flow to be unity. Then two important definitions are

~ j j IV~I 2 dA,

E

J

A

~ j(v 2 ~) 2 dA,

z

(2.12)
(2.13)

A

where E is the kinetic energy and Z is the enstrophy. For an inviscid flow, equation (2.8)
reduces to

Dw =O
Dt- '

(2.14)

which expresses conservation of vorticity of every fluid parceL It can be shown that from
this equation, at least two other conservation laws can be derived [1]:

dE
dt

=

dZ

di

o,

=0.

(2.15)

In order to gain some important implications from these conservations laws, it is useful to write the energy and the enstrophy in a speetral form using a continuous Fomier
transformation. For an isotropie turbulent field this leads to
00

E(t) ex

JÊ(k, t)dk,
Jk Ê(k,t)dk.

(2.16)

0

00

Z(t) ex

2

0
2

Stokes' integral theorem states that: fF · dr
C

= JJ(V'
A
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x F) · dA, for the vector field F.

(2.17)

Here, k is the magnitude of the waverrumher vector and Ê(k, t) represents the energy
density in the waverrumher interval between k and k + dk at timet. Now suppose that the
energy spectrum initially has a peak around the waverrumher k0 • Nonlinear interactions
transfer this energy toother wavenumbers, so that the sharp speetral peak smears out . For
the sake of the argument, suppose that all of the initial energy goes to two neighbouring
waverrumhers kt and kh, with kt < k0 < kh. Conservation of energy and enstrophy requires
for every time that

(2.18)
(2.19)
From those two equations we can derive the ratio
k~- k5

2 - k2'
k0
t

(2.20)

valid after the transfer, as a function of kt, k0 and kh. As an example, suppose that
kt= k0 /2 and kh = 2k0 • Then it follows that Êt/ Êh = 4 and k( Êtfk~Êh = 1/4. Thus more
energy goes to lower waverrumhers (larger scales), whereas more enstrophy goes to higher
waverrumhers (smaller scales). The flow of kinetic energy towards smaller waverrumhers is
known as the inverse energy cascade. For a more elaborate discussion about the inverse
energy cascade and the direct enstrophy cascade, the reader is referred to the papers by
Batchelor [1] and Kraichnan [13].
The conservation laws (2.15) are strictly spoken derived for the inviscid limit. However, the preserree of a moderate viscosity does not alter the physical process significantly,
because viscous effects are only important on the smaller scales of the flow and thus hardly
affect the larger, organized structures.

2.3

Vortex Statistics

In 1991 Carnevale et al. [5] proposed a new sealing theory which expresses all statistica!
properties of vortices in termsof one free parameter. This theory, based on simple dimensional grounds, seems to be in good agreement with numerical and laboratory experiments.

2.3.1

Sealing Theory

Freely evolving 2D turbulence is dominated by coherent vortices. Numerical simulations
show that these vortices emerge from structureless initial conditions. Between the vortices
there is a background sea of small-scale, incoherent vorticity. After a transient time, the
dynamics appears to be dominated by two processes: (i) mutual adveetion of well separated
vortices, and (ii) merger of like-sign vortices during close encounters.
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A 'vortex census' shows that the number of vortices per area, denoted by
time according to

(2,

decreases in

(2.21)
where Ç > 0 is afreeparameter which has to be determined from numerical simulations or
laboratory experiments.
There is a simple dimensional argument that prediets Ç=2. The kinetic energy per area
Eis invariant as v--+ 0 (2.15). If E provides the only length scale in the problem, then, on
dimensional grounds, one must have (2 "' E- 1 t- 2 . Others have noted the analogy with the
kinetic theory of colloidal aggregation [2, 18], which leads to the condusion that (2 "' r 1 .
Both of these results dearly disagree with turbulence simulations, where Ç ~ 0. 75 [5].
If we characterize the flow as a 'dilute vortex gas' where the vortices have a typical
radius a and vorticity extremum (ext, then the conserved energy can be expressed by the
relation
(2.22)
Inviscid dynamics conserves vorticity on every fluid parcel, see (2.14). This suggests that
some quantity related to the initial vorticity field affects the long-term dynamics, and this
can be the only explanation for the failure of the (2 "' [-lt- 2 sealing. Turbulence solutions
show that the average extremum is approximately conserved [18]. Therefore (ext is chosen
as the second invariant. It are the initial extrema that form the cores of the emerging
vortices, and the cores are the locations of least dissipation during the subsequent evolution.
Even during merger events, in which both participating vortices shed circulation into the
background cascade, the larger of the vorticity extrema is preserved as the extremum of
the new core [5].
Given E and (ext there is both a charaderistic length scale R, and a time scale T of the
flow:
i= ~~(ext,

T

= 1/(ext·

(2.23)

Dimensional reasoning only, tells US that (2 = 2g(tjT). In this theory it is supposed that
g(tjT) = (tjT)-f. and all sealingexponentscan be related to ç. From equation (2.22) it can
easily be shown that a( t) "' R( tI T )f.! 4 • If there is no tendency toward dumping, the average
separation r between vort ices scales as e- 1 / 2 or r( t) "' R( tI T )f./ 2 • The typ ical circulation
of a vortex is r "' (exta 2 "' R2 T- 1 (tI T )f.! 2 . The velocity of a vortex centre is determined by
adveetion due to its neighbours, which scales as r Ir "' y'E. Using similar arguments, one
fincis the enstrophy per area decreasing as T- 2 (tI T) -f./ 2 .

e-
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2.3.2

Experimental and Numerical Validation

The sealing behaviour of vortices has been investigated in laboratory experiments, see e.g.
refs. [4, 24] and with numerical simulations, see e.g. refs. [5, 9, 18, 26].
• Labaratory experiments

A frequently used experimental setup is schematically represented in figure 2.1 (a).

(b)

Electrolyte

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of (a) an experimental system, with (b) a characteristic streak image.

The container has been filled with thin layers of electrolyte. This region is surrounded by
two reservoirs, in which two electrodes are immersed. Just below the flow domain, under
a thin layer of glass, there is positioned a 2D array of permanent magnets of alternating
poles. When an electric current I is driven from one electrode to the other, an interaction
of the periodic magnetic field with the current produces a system of recirculating flows.
The flow is visualized by using small neutrally buoyant particles illuminated in a sheet of
light. The images of the flow are taken from above, with a video camera. An experiment
consists of imposing a steady value of I, quenching the system, and following the decay of
the resulting turbulent field.
An example of an image, measured as described in the preface of this report, is given
in figure 2.1 (b). Here a direct image of the flow has been averagedover multiple frames.
After a procedure called 'particle tracking' a computer must extrapolate the calculated
veloeities on a regular grid. Then the vorticity and streamfunction can be calculated, for
further analysis.
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• Numerical simulations

During the last decade two types of simulations have become popular for testing the sealing
theory: (i) direct numerical simulations of 2D flows (with Newtonian or hyperviscosity)
and (ii) simulations with an inviscid modified point-vortex model. The first confirmatien of
the sealing theory involved a direct numerical simulation in a double-periodic domain with
structureless initial conditions. Dissipation has been modelled with a hyperviscosity term.
All reports using point-vortex simulations involve a punctuated Hamiltonian dynamical
system, where (ext and E are conserved automatically. When two same-sign vortices become closer than some critical merger distance, the Hamiltonian dynamics is interrupted
and the two vortices are replaced by a single new vortex (with (ext and a obeying some
specific rules [5 , 26]) and Hamiltonian dynamics continues.
• Assemblage

The central question involves the ability to compare the vortex statistics data, acquired
from different experiments, and to investigate possible agreement between different sets of
data regardless of the kind of initialor boundary conditions. The next table shows a brief
quantitative overview of the experimental and numerical results.

Labaratory experiments
Tabeling '91[24] Cardoso '94[4]
-0.7
0.25
0.4

(2

a

r

( ext/JE
Z/E

-0.44
0.22
0.22
-0.22
-0.44

Numerical simulations
Carnevale '91[5] Weiss '93[26]
-0.75
0.19
0.38
0.0
-0.38

Clercx '99[9]

-0.72
0.23

-0.90
0.31

-0.1
-0.46

-0.30
-0.63

Table 2.1: Brief overview of sealing exponents found in different experiments.

The theory of Carnevale et al. [5] assumes the kinetic energy E and the vorticity extremum
( ext to he time invariant. However, in the referred experiments and direct numerical simulations , these values are always decreasing in time due to a non-zero viscosity of the fluid.
Thus , it is difficult to consider (ext and Z as invariants. In order to correct for dissipation
of energy, the vorticity extremum and the enstrophy in table 2.1 have been normalized.
On dimensional grounds the normalized enstrophy can he interpreted as a mean-square
wavenumber.
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The estimated error margins in the sealing exponents have been removed to emphasize
the possible agreement between different experiments. An approach to test the existence
of universal vortex statistics, also has been clone by Clercx et aJ [9] . The simulations were
not performed in a double-periadie domain, but in a bounded domain with no-slip walls.
The exponents shown inthelast column of table 2.1 were found in the initial decay regime
where the flow was turbulent. A few more results of other references are summarized in
ref. [8]. However, the central question, mentioned above, still has not been answered!
Nevertheless, an interesting explanation of the existence of sealing behaviour is formulated
in ref. [2]. It is somehow a consequence of the facts that: (i) a large number of vortices
exists at small scales, and (ii) vortex merging is the only mechanism to produce large-scale
vort ices.
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Chapter 3
Speetral Methods
Most models in fiuid dynamics consist of partial differential equations. In this chapter it
becomes clear how one can use speetral methods to solvethem numerically. Although no
numerical method is suitable for all problems, there are several advantages of this method
with respect to others. This chapter contains a mathematica! approach [3], which is the
framework of the numerical algorithm, used in the entire project.

3.1

Method of Weighted Residuals

Speetral methods may be viewed as an extreme development of the class of discretization
schemes for differential equations known generically as the method of weighted residuals.
The key elements are the trial functions (also called the expansion or approximating functions) and the test functions (also known as weight functions). The trial functions are used
as the basis functions for a truncated series expansion of the solution. The test functions
are used to ensure that the differential equation is satisfied as closely as possible by the
truncated series expansion. This is achieved by minimizing the residual, i.e. the error in
the differential equation produced by using the truncated expansion instead of the exact
solution, with respect to a suitable norm. An equivalent requirement is that the residual
satisfies a suitable orthogonality condition with respect to each of the test functions.
The choice of test functions distinguishes between the three most commonly used spectral schemes, namely, the Galerkin, collocation and tau versions. The numerical souree
code used in this project, deals with the Galerkin approach, where the test functions are
the same as the trial functions. They are, therefore, infinitely smooth functions which
individually satisfy the boundary conditions. The differential equation is enforced by requiring that the integral of the residualtimes each test function is zero. The benefit of the
speetral method is not the extraordinary accuracy available for large grid numbers N but
rather the small size of N necessary for a moderately accurate solution. Also numerical
dissipation and dispersion are absent.
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3.2

The Discrete Fourier Expansion

In many practical applications, numerical methods based upon Fourier series cannot be
implemented easily. Some difficulties are: the Fourier coefficients of an arbitrary function
are not known in closed form and must be approximated in some way. Furthermore, there
neecis to be an efficient way to reeover in physical space the information that is computed
in transfarm space, and non-linearities lead to extreme complications because evaluation
of the convolution is computationally expensive. The key to overcoming these difficulties
is the use of the discrete Fourier transfarm (DFT) .
For any integer N > 0, consider the set of points
27rj
j = 0, ... ,N -1,
(3.1)
N
referred to as nodes, grid points or knots. The discrete Fourier coefficients of a complexvalued function u in [0, 21r] with respect tothese points are
Xj=-

1

N-1

Ûk = -

N

L

.

N
N
--<k<--1.
2 - - 2

u(xj)e-zkxj

j=O

(3.2)

Due to the orthogonality relation

_!_
N

't1

if p = Nm,
0 otherwise,

eiPXj = { 1

j=O

m = 0,±1,±2, ...

(3.3)

we have the inversion formula
N/2-1

u(xj)=

L

Ûkeikxj

j = 0, ... , N- 1.

(3.4)

Ûkeikx

(3.5)

k=-N/2

Consequently, the polynomial
N/2-1

!Nu(x) =

L

k=-N/2

is the N/2-degree trigonometrie interpolant of u at the nocles (3.1) , i.e. !Nu(xj) = u(xj),
j = O, ... ,N- 1. This polynomial is also known as the discrete Fourier series of u. The
ûk's depend only on the N values of u at the nocles (3.1). The DFT is the mapping
betweentheN complex numbers u(xj), j = O, ... ,N- 1 and the N complex numbers uk,
k = -N/2, ... ,Nj2 -1.
Here !Nu can be interpreted as the approximate solution of a certain differential equation. The eikx are the trial- and test functions, whereas the Uk are the expansion coefficients,
e.g. as a function of time.
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3.3

Convolution Sums

The Navier-Stokes equation is essentially non-linear, which complicates the implementation
of the former theory. Following the approach of Canuto et al. [3], this will now be discussed.
For the sake of the argument, the theory is presented again for one-dimensional Fourier
expanswns.

3.3.1

Introduetion

Consicier the Fourier Galerkin treatment of the quadratic term

w(x) = u(x)v(x).

(3.6)

In the case of an infinite series expansion, we have the familiar convolution sum
'
UmVn,
I:
m+n=k
'

Wk =

(3.7)

where
00

I:

u(x) =

"'
zmx
Ume
,

(3.8)

m=-oo
00

"'

znx

I: Vne ,
n=-oo
' = 1- 127r w(x)e -ikx dx.
Wk

(3.10)

L

(3.11)

v(x) =

(3.9)

27r 0
When u, v, and w are approximated by their respective truncated Fourier series of
degree N /2, (3. 7) becomes

Wk =

UmVn,

m+n=k
l ml. l ni~N/2

where lkl :::; N/2. The direct summation implied by (3.11) takes O(N 2 ) operations. This
is prohibitively expensive, especially when one considers that fora non-linear term a finitedifference algorithm takes O(N) operations in one dimension. However, the use of transform methods enables (3.11) to be evaluated in 0( N log 2 N) operations. This technique 1
was developed by Orszag [20].

1

It was an important development which made speetral Galerkin methods practical for large-scale
computations of 2D and 3D flows.
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3.3.2

Pseudospeetral Transform Method

The approach taken in the transform method for evaluating (3.11) is to use the inverse
DFT to transform Ûm and 'Ûn to physical space, to perform there a multiplication similar
to (3.6), and then to use the DFT to determine Wk. This must be clone carefully, however.
To illustrate the subtle point involved, we introduce the discrete transfarms

(0)

L

~k

k=-N/2

Vk

N/2-1 (

A

)

eikxj

(3.12)

with j = 0, 1, ... , N- 1, and define
(3.13)

and
1

A

wk

=-

N
where

Xj

N-1

L

.
Wje-tkXj

(3.14)

j=O

= 21fjjN. Use of the discrete transform orthogonality relation (3.3) leads to
Wk

+ L

Ûm'Ûn.

(3.15)

m+n=k±N

The second term on the right-hand side is the aliasing error. If the convolution sums are
evaluated as described above, then the method is not a true speetral Galerkin method.
Orszag (1971) termed it a pseudospeetral method. There are two basic techniques for
removing the aliasing error from (3.15): viz. by paddingor by truncation and phase shift.
The former will be explained in the following subsection, because of the use of it in the
available numerical souree code.

3.3.3

Aliasing Removal by Padding

The key to this de-aliasing technique is the use of a discrete transform with M rather than
N points, where M 2 3N/2. Let

Yi

21fjjM,
M/2-1

U·J

L

ukeiky)'

k=-M/2
M/2-1

Vj

L

k=-M/2

with j = 0, 1, .. ., M- 1 and
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vkeikyJ'

(3.16)

W·-U·V
J J )l

(3.17)

where
uk= { ûk

0

iki :S: N/2,

(3.18)

otherwise.

Thus, the uk coeffi.cients are the Ûk coeffi.cients padded with zeros (which explains the name
of this procedure) for the additional wavenumbers. Likewise, let

(3.19)
Th en

wk = L

(3.20)

UmVn

m+n=k

We are only interested in Wk for lkl ::; N/2, and choose M such that the second term on
the right-hand side varrishes for these k. Sirree Um and Vm are zero for lml > N/2, the
worst case condition is - N /2 - N /2 2: - M + N /2 - 1 or

3N
M>--1.

-

(3.21)

2

Without loss of generality, this padding method can be extended to two and three dimensions.

3.4

2D Fast Fourier Transform

This section has been included to emphasize the 2D character of the flow and to prepare
for the numerical applications given in the next chapter. In the souree code there exists
a subroutine which calculates a 1D Fast Fourier Transfarm (FFT) of an array of N real
numbers fJ(j = 0, 1, ... , N- 1) :
N/Z

2 k

27rk

iJ =ao+ L{akcos(Nj)+bksin( ~

(3.22)
j)}.
k=l
Here ak and bk are the Fourier coeffi.cients. Define an array data of N + 2 elements which
initially contains the input {j0 , j 1 , ... , fN-l, 0, 0}. After applying the 1D FFT routine, the
output will be organized in the following way 2 :

2

Coefficient bN; 2 is always zero. However, element N

20

+ 2 has been

included for convenience.

I position
data(1)
data(2)
data(2k + 1)
data(2k + 2)
data(N + 1)
data(N + 2)

I coefficients
ao
0
ak, k = 1, ... , N/2-1
bk, k = 1, ... , N/2- 1
aN/2
0

Table 3.1: Output of a lD FFT routine.

Now the 2D FFT is just a generalization of this result. But how should we interpret
the output elements? From the continuous 2D Fourier transform it is easily seen that a
function fmn , with Xm = 27vim (m = 0, 1, ... , M- 1) and Yn = 2 (n = 0, 1, ... , N- 1), can
be written in the following way:

;,7

M/2 N/2

fmn

=

foo

+ L L

kx=l ky=l

{Jk~ky cos (kxxm) COS (kyYn)

+ Jk;ky sin (kxxm) sin (kyyn)}

{Jk;ky cos (kxxm) sin (kyyn)

+ Jk~ky sin (kxxm) cos (kyyn)}

M/2 N/2

+

L L

kx=l ky=l
M/2

+ L {Jk~O cos ( kxxm) + Jt~o sin ( kxxm)}
kx=l
N/2

+ L

ky=l

{Jgky

COS

(kyyn)

+ jgky sin (kyyn)} .

(3.23)

The souree code contains a subroutine by which a 2D FFT is calculated. Now define a
2D array }(i,j) with i=1, ... ,M+2 and j=1, ... ,N+2 which contains the input data and
where the output data are stored after employing the 2D FFT routine. Then the output
is schematically shown in figure 3.1.
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N+2

0
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0
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Figure 3.1: Matrix representation of the output of a 2D FFT routine.

The waverrumher vector, which will he used in future sections, can he computed directly
from the elements (i, j) in this figure, i.e.

k(i ,j) = (

k:

k )

( T { i-

1
}

)

T{j;1} '

(3.24)

where T is a downwarcis truncation operator, as can he noticed directly from tahle 3.1 in
the one-dimensional case. By definition kis not valid for (i,j) when k(i,j) = (8).

3.5

Energy Spectrum

In numerical simulations of 2D turhulence it is often convenient to compute an energy
spectrum. Consicier the total energy E as a function of time t only. Then it is useful to
define the energy spectrum Ê(k, t) following refs. [16 , 17, 18], i.e.

E(t)

=L Ê(k , t),

(3.25)

k

where k is the magnitude of the waverrumher vector k. However, in this formulation
a prohlem arises how to calculate this energy spectrum. In a speetral code one has to
calculate the energy from a discrete Fourier space. Equation (2.12) shows that we have to
calculate surface integrals of u 2 and v 2 • So, the first step is to derive an equation which
connects the surface integral with a 2D speetral series.
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The theorem of Parseval shows how the mathematica! energy of a continuous function

f(x) with period 2f is related to its Fourier components [14]:
1
0
2-t

jf! f
-/!

2(

1 L..~ ( ak2
x ) dx = a 02 +2 k=l

+ bk2) .

(3 .26)

In our investigation we are dealing with a 2D flow, where the velocity at a certain time is
a function of x and y. Consicier a continuous function f( x, y) which has a sampled representation of f(xm, Yn) like equation (3.23). Then it is easy to extend Parseval's theorem
to two dimensions, yielding for large M and N,

where Î(i,j) represents the amplitude of the 2D FFT decomposition term, in analogy with
figure 3.1, at element (i,j).
In order to derive a suitable formula for the energy spectrum, the second step is to
describe the speetral representation of velocity components u and v in terms of the speetral
representation of w. Consicier a domain with sizes f x f and periodic boundaries. Spatial
differentiation in configuration space is analogous to multiplication with the wavenumber
component in Fourier space. Thus equation (2.6) provides the Fourier coefficients of u and
vintermsof ~( i,j). We can proceed one step further by expressing the Fourier components
of the stream function in terms of those of the vorticity by use of the Fourier transformed
analogon of (2. 7). This yields a representation of u and v in termsof w( i, j) .
Substitution of f = u(x,y) and f = v(x,y) in (3.27) successively, and using the former
recipe for computing the coefficients û and v, a speetral representation of the energy (2.12)
can be obtained. Eventually, the energy spectrum can be computed from the 2D FFT
matrix w(i,j, t) of the vorticity as

Ê(k, t) =

(3.28)
i,J

k-1 /25,k 1( i,J)<k+l /2
k 1(i,J)o;IO

where the coefficient

0
0;; = { 1/4
1/2

(i,j = 2) or
(i?_ 3,j ?_ 3)
(i=1,j?_3)

(i= 2,j)
(3.29)
or

(i ?_ 3, j = 1)

and k' is a function of (i,j) of course, in analogy with (3.24). The weightfactor Gij is
absent in literature like [1, 16] . Note that the energy spectrum is a sort of a radial energy
density, in a certain 2D Fourier shell.
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Chapter 4
Setup of Numerical Simulations
This chapter serves as an introduetion to the numerical simulations discussed in chapter 5,
in order to maintain a clear overview during the presentation of the results. Insection 4.1
the definitions of three types of boundary conditions are formulated. Then in section 4.2
the definition and underlying ideas of hyperviscosity are presented. In section 4.3 several
types of initial conditions are defined. In section 4.4 it will be explained how a code with
stress-free boundaries has been constructed from a souree code with periodic boundaries.
Finally, section 4.5 briefly discusses qualitatively a wavelet code. This code has been used
to acquire statistica! properties from the output data of the numerical simulations .

4.1

Boundary Conditions

To solve the equations of motion (2.8) and (2. 7), one needs a boundary condition for 7/J and
w at every time step . The most frequent ly used boundary conditions are now summarized.

• Periadie boundary conditions
This type of boundary condition is most frequently used in 2D ( and also in 3D) turbulence studies. It relies on the assumption that the properties of a fluid parcel, which
leaves the domain on one side, enters with the same properties at the opposite side of the
domain. A Fourier speetral code implicitly uses this periodicity property and is therefore
extremely useful for numerical turbulence studies. Applying periodic boundary conditions
has some consequences. For example, the total circulation (2 .10) is by definition equal to
zero:

r-

f
BA

t

V.

dr =

J

u(x,O)dx

0

t

0

+

J

u(x,f)dx

t

+

J

v(f,y)dy

0

0

+

J

v(O,y)dy = 0,

(4.1)

t

where the domain is a square with sizes of f x f. As a consequence, there cannot exist a
preferabie state of one specific sign of vorticity. A quasi-stationary final state of decaying
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2D turbulence is always a highly symmetrical dipolar structure (see chapter 5).
• Stress-free boundary conditions

Consicier a square domain with impermeable boundaries. As aresult the normal veloeities
vanish at the domain boundaries. Stress-free boundary conditions are applied when we
assume that the walls do not exert any friction on the flow. It is obvious that tangen t ial
veloeities are not necessarily zero at the domain boundaries. The next figure shows a
stress-free wall at the x-axis .
u(y)

x
Figure 4.1: Velocity profile at a stress-free wall.

The shear stress of a Newtonian medium with dynamic viscosity f-t near this boundary is
defined as
.

au

Tb= l Imf-l-a ,
ylO
y

(4.2)

where f-t
pv. Thus if the fluid has a non-zero viscosity (in contrast to the free-slip case
valid for Euler flows), the vorticity at the wall can be rewritten as Wb = ~~- ~' see (2.3).
Consicier the walls to be stress-free (Tb 0), and impermeable (normal velocity component
vis zero for all x) . This implies then a well defined boundary condition for the vorticity
at stress-free walls in a rectangular box:

=

( 4.3)

For flows in a confined domain with stress-free boundary conditions the net circulation is
not a conserved quantity. This is easily understood by integrating the vorticity equation
(2.8) over the flow domain, interchanging spatial integration and time derivation and using
the boundary conditions, yielding

~~

=v

jjv wdA=v j("Vw·n)dr.
2

A

(4.4)

BA

In the last step the divergence theorem of Gauss has been applied, where n is the outwardly
directed unit normal vector of the contour aA. From this result we can conclude that the
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circulation can change when net vorticity diffuses through the stress-free boundaries.
• No-slip boundary conditions

The most relevant physical boundary condition, for example in laboratory experiments,
is the no-slip boundary condition. It states that the fiuid velocity at the boundaries is zero
(the boundaries do not move),

(4.5)

4.2

Hyperviscosity

Consicier the following modified vorticity transport equation,
(4.6)
where pis an integer. The Jacobian term is responsible for the gradient steepening effects,
while the term on the right-hand side controls the gradient damping effects. If p = 1 there
appears the familiar Newtonian viscosity contribution in the latter term. The Reynolds
number Re as non-linearity parameter will be defined as v:t 1 . If p ~ 2 a mathematica!
form of viscosity is introduced, the so-called hyperviscosity. Sametimes it is also called
superviscosity [2, 21]. Why do we want to use hyperviscosity? This choice is dictated by a
desire to confine the effects of damping to the smallest resolved scales of the model, leaving
the more energetic scales nearly inviscid [17]. The generally accepted hypothesis then states
that a higher effective Reynolds number is achieved for a fixed numerical resolution [2]. In
literature one often chooses p = 2 for decaying turbulence with hyperviscosity, see e.g. refs.
[2 , 5, 17, 18, 21, 26]. The preceding minus sign (-1)P+l for p = 2 can be explained easily
:L Ckx ,k)t)ei(kxx+kyY). Then substitution in
in the 2D speetral space. Define w(x,y,t)
kx,ky

the last term of (4.6) results for the case p = 1 in -( k; + k;)v 1 , and for the case p = 2
in -(k; + k;) 2 v2 • Both results contain a minus sign in speetral space, charaderistic fora
dissipative term.
If we choose hyperviscosity as mechanism for viseaus dissipation, what numerical value
should be assigned to v2 ? Assume an initial energy spectrum of moderate bandwidth, with
a peak value at k0 (see figure 4.2).
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~ll il l il l l li tl lil l "
Figure 4.2: Initia[ energy spectrum.

Assume for simplicity that the domain is a square with area .€2 . The value k0 should be
large compared to kmin, so that a large population of vortices emerges in the solution.
Furthermore, k0 should be small compared to kmax, so that a hyperditfusion time Tv =
4
c~) /[v2kó] is long compared to an initial eddy circulation (also adveetion orturn around)

J

time T c =
2 z(:=o), see [18]. Of course this kmax is limited by the spatial grid resolution
and the dealiasing procedure. The numerical value of v2 is determined by the choice of the
numerical value of T v/Tc . However, this ratio is notconstant in literature [17, 18, 21 ].

4.3

lnitial Conditions

Like a boundary condition there is also need for an initial condition, to solve the N avierStokes equation numerically. In this project two types of initial conditions will be used:
a velocity field with a large number of Gaussian vortices and a random initial vorticity field.
• Gaussian vortices

Gaussian vortices are a special case from the family of axisymmetric vortices with velocity
profile v = (0, vo) . Non-isolated Gaussian vortices have the following vorticity distribution:

(4.7)
where nis the amplitude, r is the distance from the centre, and r 0 is considered as the radius
of the vortex. Definition (2 .10) shows that the circulation of this vortex in an unbounded
domain is 27rOr6. lsolated Gaussian vortices have the following vorticity distribution:

(4.8)
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They are also called Gaussian, because of the shape of their stream function distribution
[10] . In an unbounded domain this monopole has nonet vorticity (f 0) . Therefore they
are called 'isolated' .
The next chapter discusses the selforganization process of an initial field containing
multiple vortices. The alternating sign of vorticity then takes care for an almost zero
net circulation. Of course this is necessary in a double-periodic and no-slip domain. An
example of an initial condition of 10 2 and 16 2 non-isolated Gaussian vortices is given in
figure 4.3. Here the drawn lines are contours of positive vorticity, and the dashed lines
represent negative vorticity contours.
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Figure 4.3: Initial vorticity fi eld of (a) 100 and (b) 256 non-isolated Gaussian vortices.

In a laboratory experiment noise does exist fundamentally. In a well programmed
numerical simulation truncation errors of the microprocessor and round-off errors of the
discretization algorithm are not enough to induce significant noise. In order to enable
'ensemble averaging', i.e. performing several numerical experiments with similar initial
conditions, random noise is added to the value of several vortex parameters . In practice,
random noise is added to the x- and y position of the vortex centre, the radius and the
amplitude of the vortex. This is clone with a Gaussian random number generator.
o Random initial vorticity fi eld

An initial field with Gaussian vortices contains well-defined coherent structures. Another
initialization procedure is generating an 'unstructured' vorticity field. The underlying aim
is to consider the evolution of initially isotropie or homogeneous turbulence [19]. Note that
in course of time, due totheinverse energy cascade, large-scale structures will appear. The
random vorticity field is realized by initializing the Fourier expansion coefficients of the
vorticity with a Gaussian random number generator with zero mean and arbitrary variance.
Different Fourier modes will be uncorrelated [16] . The coefficient w00 is zero in order to
satisfy the zero-circulation condition. In order to appr:oximate a given energy spectrum we
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have to multiply the Fourier expansion coefficients of the vorticity with a certain speetral
filter. However, befare doing so we first have to consider the so-called degeneracy D of a
wavenumber.
In 2D speetral space, the wavenumber can be presented as a vector, see (3.24). There
will be several modes wich carry approximately the same magnitude, i.e. kij E [k- ~k , k +
~kJ, see figure 4.4 (a). The number of modes with the magnitude of kij E [k - ~k, k + ~kJ
is called the degeneracy D( k).

D

ky

(b) 1

ka ct

Figure 4.4: Degeneracy of a wavenumber represented (a) in 2D speetral space and (b) as
function of the magnitude of k.

Assume a 2D spatial grid with N x N knots. Then due to the dealising effect (3.21) , there
are only Nact ~ ~ ( N + 1) active speetral modes for kx and ky, respectively, which represents
the wavenumber kact. In figure 4.4 (b) the range 1 ~ k ~ kact shows an average increase
of D, while for k 2:: ka ct it shows a decrease. The latter can be explained as a truncation
effect of the 'circular' shells with speetral energy densities in a square domain.
We have to take into account this degeneracy effect, in order to create a random initial
vorticity field, consistent with a particular prescribed speetral energy distri bution E( k ).
By use of (3.28), every element w(i,j) in the 2D speetral space of the vorticity is multiplied
with kijVE(kiJ)/eijvij·
Finally, in order to define an initial Reynolds number consistent with the available
numerical experiments with no-slip boundaries, we define the domain size of the box to be
equal to two. Like every initial condition, the vorticity field is normalized in order to obtain
a well defined effective velocity Uef f. This is clone by claiming u;! f = I f( u 2 + v 2 ) dA to
be unity exactly. The initial kinetic energy is then equal to two, see equation (2.1 2).

1
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4.4

Construction of Stress-Free Code

The numerical souree code is a pseudospeetral Fourier-Galerkin code [from A.H. Nielsen,
Ris0, Denmark] written in the programming language FORTRAN, for a double-periadie
box. Time marching is performed using a third order Adams-Bashforth scheme [3]. The
key task is to modify the existing Fourier-Galerkin code in such a way that it is suitable
for computations with stress-free boundary conditions. The resulting Fourier code will be
able to deal with higher Reynolds numbers than an available 2D Chebyshev pseudospeetral
code with stress-free boundaries.
As a first step consider an initial condition existing of four isolated Gaussian vortices,
see figure 4.5 (a) .
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Figure 4.5: Vorticity contours of Jour moving isolated Gaussian vortices .
We investigate the flow evolution with the Fourier speetral code. The hypothesis is that the
initial anti-symmetry (with respect to the x = 1 and y = 1 axes) is conserved during the
evolution of the flow. However, the non-linear adveetion term (2.9) will couple immediately
all kind of speetral modes, see (3.11). To check this mechanism in more detail a simulation
has been carried out with a spatial grid consisting of 128 2 nodes, with a time step tlt =
0.001 and Re = 5000 (see figure 4.5). Lack of anti-symmetry conservation is direetly
observed by inspeetion of the boundary values of the vorticity which should remain zero
in the stress-free case.
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In figure 4.5 the drawn and dashed lines represent positive and negative vorticity respectively. The maximum contour level has been adapted automatically to the viscous
damping effect. Also every contour is plotted at equal intervals of 5% of the maximum
absolute vorticity in the domain. To reveal more information, contours of the absolute
vorticity being less than 5% of the maximum, have been plotted too.
The four vortices will move under mutual velocity induction. At time 2.0 the flow field
has been generated four paths of vorticity filaments of alternating sign. These filaments,
containing very small amounts of absolute vorticity, show the instantaneous interaction
of the four vortices in a domain with double-periodic boundaries. This effect still can be
seen in figure 4.5 (c) too, where two paths (x ~ 0.7 and x ~ 1.3) are drawn. One can
observe the outer ring of every vortex being peeled off. The interaction of two shielded
monopolar vortices with opposite vorticity, has been investigated both experimentally and
numerically by Schmidt et al. [22]. Depending on the initial separation between the
vortices, the shields of the monopoles are peeled off, and a dipole is formed. The vortex
cores will move under mutual velocity induction, like two dipoles. The direction can be
understood qualitatively by assuming point-vortices of alternating vorticity signs. Figure
4.5 ( d) shows the formation of four monopoles as a result of the reorganization of the
vorticity from the shields. Approximately at time 6.0 (not plotted) the vortex cores are
again situated at their original coordinates. Finally, figure 4.5 (f) shows a snap shot of a
callision between strong and weak vorticity structures.
Figure 4.6 shows an interesting plot of the boundary vorticity as a function of time.
Here the absolute value of every vorticity element on a boundary grid point (at two si des
of the double-periodic domain) is foliowed in time. The computed points are linearly
interpolated. The maximum absolute vorticity of domain and boundary has a ratio of
"" 5 x 10 15 at t = 0.0 and "" 6 x 10 7 at t = 8.0. This value decreases in course of time while
fora stress-free code it should remain large (or in other words, the boundary value of the
vorticity should remain zero).
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Figure 4.6: Boundary vorticity of a double-periadie domain.

It is thus clear that the Jacobian operator generates eosine-modes (even modes) in the
double-periodic domain. How can we avoid this mechanism, in order to construct a selfconsistent stress-free code? In section 4.1 it has been proved that the boundary vorticity
of a stress-free wall in a rectangular domain, has to he zero for all times. This could give
an idea of a half-range expansion, see the next figure.

f(x)

Figure 4. 7: Half-range expansion of an arbitrary function.

Consicier a function f(x) bounded on the domain [0, L]. If this function is part of a
periodic signal with period L, this signal will contain a mean value, sine- and eosine modes
in generaL Now assume that this function f(x) is being extended to an odd function g(x)
on [-L, L]. Then the new signal, with period 2L, will contain no eosine modes anymore
and even the mean signal value is zero.
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In the case of a double-periodic domain, consider a distributed area shown in figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic representation of a mirror image principle.

The thick lines represent the double-periodic domain. The hatched area is our region of
interest. For the sake of the argument, consider the vorticity distribution as drawn in this
area. Now the two adjacent areas, within the double-periodic domain, are being filled with
a mirror image. Because of the double-periodicity, two fictive areas (dashed lines) have been
drawn adjacent to the original double-periodic domain. It is easily seen (by translation of
the double-periodic domain) that the two mirror images also appear adjacent to the region
of interest!
Finally, the total procedure can be summarized as follows. The initial vorticity field
in the hatched region (with w = 0 and v _1_ = 0 at the domain boundary) is reflected to
the three other parts of the computational domain. Note that the initial vorticity field
consists of sine modes only. After the first time integration step the vorticity field is
contaminated with infinitesimally small eosine contributions due to round-off errors. lf
we do not remove these small eosine contributions the flow becomes increasingly more
contaminated by these modes and the flow in the hatched region starts to lose its 'stressfree' character. These eosine modes are now removed from the solution, by reflecting the
vorticity field in the hatched region again to the three other parts of the computational
domain. As a consequence the flow in the hatched region satisfies stress-free boundary
conditions. This procedure is repeated each time step, and the flow remains therefore
perfectly anti-symmetrie in the full computational domain as indicated by the thick drawn
line in figure 4.8. The boundary vorticity of the flow in a stress-free does not not increase
significantly anymore.
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We have investigated the reliability of this procedure with one isolated Gaussian vortex
in a stress-free domain. The boundary value of the vorticity does not increase significantly
anymore at the boundary of the hatched domain. The maximum absolute vorticity appears
to be comparable with the round-off error of the computations.

4.5

Wavelet Code

The theory of waveiets has recently become popular in fluid dynamics. It is being used in
particular as a tool to study vortex statistics of 2D turbulence. In this project the code of
Rovers has been used [11 J.
A wavelet is a fundion that is both limited in the spatial domain as wellas in the Fourier
domain. This means that waveiets can be used to analyse properties of a fundion that
relate to both the scale and position. The decomposition of a 2D flow field into coherent
and incoherent parts by wavelet techniques is necessary to analyse vortex dynamics. It
simplifies statistica! analyses of such flows due to the possibility of an automated vortex
census. However, there are some problems involved. The methad actually is a noise
extrading algorithm and some (filamentary) structures found in 2D turbulence are just
not noise. This problem appears to be more important when boundary layers are present.
For this reason we have to make several assumptions. First the flow field is transformed
using a particular wavelet packet transform. As a next step we have to choose the best
basis for the representation of the flow field. A very common criterion to match the original
field is that the so-called information entropy of this representation has to be minimized,
using a certain stopping criterion in an iterative algorithm. After satisfying this criterion
the transformed flow field is truncated and the field is transformed back into physical
space. However, it should be emphasized that no quasi-objedive methad exists to choose
a truncation parameter. A structure is defined as an isolated cluster of wavelet packet
coefficients on the coherent part of the flow field.
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Chapter 5
Results of Numerical Simulations
This chapter contains the most important results of the numerical simulations of the selforganization process of decaying 2D turbulence in a square domain.

5.1

Influence of Boundary Condition

In literature one often chooses a double-periodic domain as boundary condition. There
are at least three reasons to explain this: (i) the fint numerical codes consist of Fourier
algorithms, where the boundaries are periodic implicitly, (ii) a flow domain with periodic
boundaries is consistent with the required assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy of
2D turbulence models [1, 13] and (iii) the atmosphere of the Earth -where the large-scale
flow is considered to be two-dimensional- is confined but without any walls. Comparison
of those numerical simulations with laboratory experiments is not allowed a priori. The
central theme in this section deals with the influence of different boundaries on the vortex
statistics.
In this project an available 2D Fourier pseudospeetral code [from A.H. Nielsen, Risç;:~,
Denmark] has been used. This 2D Fourier code has been modified to enable numerical
simulations with stress-free boundaries. Additionally, a 2D Chebyshev pseudospeetral
code, withno-slip boundary conditions for the velocity field, was available. This code, with
stress-free boundary conditions instead of no-slip conditions, results in a computationally
rather expensive algorithm. Therefore, it was expected that the Fourier stress-free code
could achieve higher Reynolds numbers.
Every numerical simulation with double-periodic boundaries has been performed with
a time step 6.t = 5 x 10- 4 , an initial energy of 2 and a spatial grid of 256 2 nocles in
a box size of 2 x 2. The computations with stress-free boundaries are performed on a
double-periodic domain with a 512 2 grid in a box size of 4 x 4, an initial energy of 8 and
a time step of 5 x 10- 4 . The viscosity is of Newtonian type with Re= 104 • Initially 100
equal-sized non-isolated Gaussian vortices with radius r 0 :::::::: 0.035 are placed on a regular
lattice with a random displacement of the vortex eentres equal to approximately 35% of the
vortex radius r 0 (see equation (4.7) and figure 4.3 (a)) . The random variation of the vortex
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amplitude is 1% of the mean absolute amplitude in the domain. This choice is dictated by
the use of available data from no-slip simulations. The scan interval of determining integral
quantities like energy and enstrophy is 20.6.t. The total simulation time per run is 10 5 .6.t.
Figure 5.1 shows a comparison of the influence of three types of boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.1: Vorticity contours in numerical simulations with different types of boundary
conditions at Re= 104 1 DP = double-periodic, SF = stress-free and NS = no-slip.
The drawn and dashed lines represent positive and negative vorticity, respectively. The
contour level increment is (t=1) 10, (t=10) 2 and (t=50) 1.
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At early times (e.g. t=1) one can observe the emergence of monopoles and dipoles,
in each domain type. In a NS domain viscous dissipation is more substantial, and is
effective over a longer period, compared to the simulations in a DP or SF domain, as can
be concluded from figure 5.2 (a) where the energy has beenplottedas a function of time.
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Figure 5.2: Time evolution of (a) energy and (b) enstrophy over energy.

In the DP and SF runs the dissipation diminishes when the smali-scale structures of the
initial condition have disappeared, whereas in the NS domain, smali-scale structures continue to be produced when the vortices encounter the boundary and are deformed. The
boundary layers nearby no-slip walls serve as sourees of smali-scale vorticity in two different
ways : either vorticity is continuously injected into the interior of the domain in the form
of filamentary structures, or the boundary layer rolls up into a vorticity blob. In the latter
case this blob usually pairs with the neighbouring vortex, thus forming a dipolar structure.
See e.g. figure 5.1 (f) near position (0.3,1), where a secondary vortex is being generated by
a monopole of opposite sign. The importance of the presence of boundaries depends on the
size of the container relative to the size of the dominant flow structures. A quantity which
describes the efficiency of the selforganization process is the ratio of enstrophy and energy
[8]. On dimensional grounds it can be interpreted as a mean-square wavenumber. Figure
5.2 (b) shows this ratio as a function of time. First, a transient process of mutual adveetion
without merging results in a constant ratio. Then from time t ~ 0.3 the turbulent decay
range represents the effect of selforganization. Due to the process of no-slip boundary layer
activity, a rapid selforganization of the flow towards a final state is inhibited in the early
and late decay stage. This fact is illustrated in figure 5.2 (b ), where Z / E is continuously
higher in the NS domain. In all cases, the enstrophy decreases through the dissipation of
vorticity filaments that are generated by close interactions of coherent structures. These
filaments are stretched to even smaller scales by the turbulent strain field, until they reach
the dissipation scale, where they are diffused away. The non-monotonous decay of the
enstrophy indicates the production of vorticity in the boundary layers at the no-slip walls.
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In a recent paper of Kondoh et al. a physical picture of the selforganization process in a
SF domain has been discussed both analytically and numerically [12]. A summary of their
discussion is the following: (i) The nondissipative non-linear operator induces the spectrum
transfer toward both the higher and the lower eigenmodes of the dissipative operator
(i.e., both the direct and the inverse cascades). (ii) At the same time, the dissipative
operator yields the selective dissipation among the eigenmodes of the dissipation operator,
i.e. the higher speetral components dissipate more rapidly. (iii) In the later phase of
selforganization, there occurs an interchange of dominanee of the two operators: from
the non-linear operator to the dissipative operator. The lowest eigenmode consequently
persists to the end as a final selfsimilar coherent structure.
Net leakage of vorticity through the stress-free boundaries could contribute to the more
rapid selforganization in the stress-free runs with respect to NS runs [8]. This is due to
the fact that smali-scale vorticity patches near the stress-free boundary leak out of the
domain, which induces symmetry breaking. Finally there should appear a container-filling
cell with one sign of vorticity. However, there is no significant difference in efficiency of
the selforganization process in a DP and SF domain. The appearance of boundary layers
is responsible for the efficiency difference in the three domain types. However, the precise
role of the boundaries near no-slip walls on the decreasing number of vortices N is not
known yet, because the layer can act as a souree of vorticity blobs, thus increasing N, but
the strength of vortices may also be decreased considerably after vortex-wall interactions
through the mechanism of both deformation and cross-diffusion, thus enhancing vortex
destruction.
A remarkable observation in the NS simulations is that different runs do not evolve
towards the same final equilibrium state, although their initial conditions are statistically
equivalent. The quasi-stationary states that are found are monopoles, dipoles and occasionally tripoles [9]. The final decay stage of 2D turbulence in a NS domain is characterized
by a viscous decay of the fundamental mode of a Stokes' flow (i.e. Re ----+ 0, no adveetion
term is present) on a square domain [8]. This fundamental mode has been calculated analytically. Then long-time behaviour (here t > 50) of the energy and enstrophy results in
a decay proportional to e- 26 ·18 t/Re.
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An illustrating example of the quality of the wavelet code is given in figure 5.3.

0.6

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Detection of a coherent field by (a) wavelet code and (b) enlargement of a
specific vorticity profile.

This figure involves the situation of figure 5.1 (e). Figure 5.3 (a) shows that the wavelet
code has detected seven coherent structures. However, the monopole at (2,2) has a relative
small area but should have been taken into account. In figure 5.3 (b) the region (x, y) E
[0.9, 1.7] x [0,0.6] of figure 5.1 (e) has been magnified in a 3D plot. The vorticity sheet
at the left side of this structure has been identified as an incoherent part of the flow
field. This could agree with our visual perception and ideas about vortices. It is clear
that noise extrading algorithms, like the wavelet code, always involve assumptions, but
they nevertheless provide valuable information for vortex statistics. Appendix A.2 shows
a larger set of vorticity contour plots and their wavelet results with coherent structures.
Figure 5.4 (a) shows a specific output of the wavelet code. It provides the evolution of
the total number of vortices, where three runs of the DP case and two runs of the SF and NS
case each are plotted. The data points in this figure are linearly interpolated, and it shows
a less rapid decay in a NS domain with respect to a DP or SF domain. This behaviour
was already noticed by the inspeetion of the energy and mean-square waverrumher in figure
5.2. In a domain with periodic boundaries, vortices can be counted multiple times by the
wavelet code, when they encounter these boundaries. Figure 5.1 (g) shows a dipole in a
DP domain. When vortices have a large mean area relatively to the domain area, the
absence of any walls causes the wavelet code to induce relatively large counting errors.
When the number of vortices is less than, say six, the results of the wavelet code show
large non-monotorrous deviations. For example see figure 5.4 (a) at times log 10 (t) > 1.4.
These counting errors can be corrected manually.
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Figure 5.4: Time evolutions of (a) the total number of vortices (Re
energy (Re= 103 ).
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104 ) and (b) the

Numerical runs have also been carried out in a DP and SF domain with Re = 103 .
The energy drop is then substantially larger than in the case of Re= 10 4 within the same
time regime, see figure 5.4 (b ). Still there is no significant difference at R e = 10 3 in vortex
statistics between the two domain types. When Re increases in a domain with DP and SF
boundaries, all sealing exponents decrease in absolute value. This asymptotic behaviour
will be discussed in the next section. Appendix A.1 confirms the numerical convergence at
high Re and late times. However, at times larger than t rv 10 the ratio Z/ E is smaller in
a DP domain (see figure 5.5 (a)).
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Figure 5.5: Time evolutions of (a) the mean-square wavenumber, where Re= 103 and (b)
the total circulation in a SF domain.
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The total circulation can be related to the asymmetry of the dipolar state that emerges.
In most cases the unpredictable net leakage in a SF domain remains small and results
only in an asymmetry of the dipolar quasi-stationary final state. The initial condition
of alternating vorticity signs implies r( t = 0) ~ 0, thus contains an equal amount r ±
of positive and negative circulation, viz. r ± = 31.6. Figure 5.5 (b) shows that for this
time regime the fluctuation of the tot al circulation is small compared to r ±. Of course
the positive and negative circulation in the domain, is decreasing in time, in absolute
sense. Figure 5.5 (b) shows that little changes in the initial condition, by use of multiple
runs within the statistica! range of the random number generator, does influence the tot al
circulation significantly 1 , even at intermediate times. Flows possessing exactly the same
initial condition but with higher Reynolds numbers, do not have the sametime evolution
of total circulation. In the performed simulations, the Reynolds number apparently does
not affect the long-term sign of net vorticity.

1 Here

have been plotted two ensembles, each at two different Re. The initial generation of negative
circulation is accidental, i.e. after analyzing multiple ensembles in the initial stage, it seems that there is
of course an equal probability to generate net circulation of a particular sign.
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5.2

Influence of Viscosity

In this section every simulation has been performed in a domain with periadie boundaries.
This choise is mainly dictated by the limited total available simulation time and the performed simulations reported in literature. The numerical parameters are: t:J..t = 5 x 10-4,
Cx = Cy = 2 with a grid of 256 2 and E( t=0)=2. In this section there have been used two
types of initial conditions.

5.2.1

Initial Field of Gaussian Vortices

First consider 100 non-isolated Gaussian vortices, see figure 5.6 (a). To check the hypothesis
about the use of hyperviscosity, numerical runs have been carried out with VI = 10- 2 ,
9
3
4
VI = 10- , VI = 10- and v 2 = 3.5 x 10- . Every case involves three runs within the
same regime of statistica! initial noise. This particular range of Reynolds numbers has
been used to check the possible asymptotic behaviour of Newtonian viscosity with respect
to hyperviscosity. Figure 5.6 (b) shows the narrow-banded energy spectrum of the initial
condition.
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Figure 5.6: lnitial condition of 100 non-isolated Gaussian vortices, with (a) vorticity contours and (b) the energy spectrum.

The speetral shell containing most of the kinetic energy is the one with k0 = 8. The sum
of speetral energy densities equals the initial energy of 2. This initial condition obeys extremely well to the conditions of the hyperviscosity hypothesis, viz. k0 is small compared
to kmax = 120, thus the hyperviscosity time Tv = 716 is long compared to an eddy circulation time T c = 0.037. A presumption is that 100 vortices can be considered as a large
population, i.e. ko ~ (kmin = 1).
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Figure 5. 7 shows a comparison of the influence of viscosity on the flow dynamics. The
contour level increment is (a,b,c) 2,10,10, (d,e,f) 0.3,2,5 and (g,h,i) 0.1,1,4.
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Figure 5. 7: Vorticity contours in numerical simulations with different types of viscosity1
where column A 1 B and C represent ll1 = 10- 3 1 ll1 = 10- 4 and ll2 = 3.5 x 10- 9 1 respectively.
The final measured values of the energy at t=50 differ a lot in these cases. Going from
9
ll1 = 10- 2 , 10- 3 , 10- 4 to ll2 = 3.5 x 10- the mean ensemble values as ratio of the initial
energy are 0.00, 0.04, 0.54 and 0.95, respectively. The asymptotic behaviour for Newtonian
viscosity was already noticed by Batchelor, who proved that Re ---+ oo implies that dd~ ---+ 0,
see [1].
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The emergence of dipoles in the early decay stage can be observed in all runs. Figure
5. 7 (f) shows a merging of two equally signed structures near (1.3,0.3), rotating counter
dockwise. Note the different mean sizes of the vortices in figures (g), (h) and (i). Figure
5.8 (a) shows the time evolution of the ratio Z/ E, of all12 runs as described previously.
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Figure 5.8: Time evolution of mean-square wavenumber of (a) all ensembles and (b) the
ensemble averaged values.

At Re = 10 2 there is probably no sealing behaviour present. To make a final condusion
one should compute more runs, in order to get a reliable ensemble average. However, figure
5.8 (a) shows that at such low Re there is astrong dependenee on the initia! noise, which
results in a large varianee of the mean-square wavenumber in an ensemble at a certain time
(e.g. t ~ 2). Apparently a larger Reynolds number induces a larger transient time, due toa
decreased critical merger distance, i.e. there is less vorticity overlap between neighbouring
vortices. The sealing behaviour of the turbulent decay range at Re = 103 and Re= 104 is
plotted in figure 5.8 (b), with exponentsof -1.14 and -0.96, respectively. This illustrates
that an increasing Re results in a smaller average size of the vortices [2]. The difference in
the sealing behaviour of Z / E between Re = 10 2 and Re = 10 4 nicely shows that sealing
behaviour is a flow property (advection) and not a property of the medium (viscosity).
The sealing behaviour of vortices in the case of hyperviscosity is difficult to fit. The dosest
fit of sealing behaviour (with respect to Re= 10 4 ) results in an exponent of -0.72.
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5.2.2

Initia! Field of Random Phases

A second initial condition that has been used is one with random phases, following McWilliams
[18]. He used a double-periodic square with size 27r and an initial spectrum of
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k6

E(k, 0) ex: (k

(5.1)

+ 2ko)18'

which has a single maximum at k = k0 . In order to make an easy comparison possible with
other results in this project, a domain size of 2 has been chosen. The ratio k0 / kmin = 30
is the same as in ref. [18] . As a first approach to determine a proper numerical value of
v2 , we have chosen v2 to be 10- 10 . However, numerical instahilities evolve in time. This
can be solved by the use of a finer grid, smaller time step, smaller k0 and/or a larger v2 .
To make comparison possible with other simulations, v2 has been increased to 3.5 x 10- 9 ,
using the same value as in ref. [18]. The conditions needed in the hyperviscosity hypothesis
are obeyed by Tv = 3.62 and T c = 0.00691 resulting in a ratio of 524.
The energy is decreased considerably after a transient process dominated by viscous
dissipation at the smallest scales (see figure 5.9 (a)).
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Figure 5.9: Time evolution of (a) energy with v1 = 10- 4 and v2 = 3.5 x 10- 9 and (b) energy
spectrum with v1 = 10- 4 .
A run with a spatial grid of 512 2 nocles yields approximately the same initial energy drop .
This grid convergence thus indicates a combination of (i) the effect of the projection from
a space with non-zero divergence to one with V· v = 0 and (ii) the effect of viscosity to the
smallest resolved scales. Beyond the transient stage, the energy is approximately constant.
Figure 5.9 (b) shows the initial energy spectrum. This broad-banded spectrum results in
a more diverse set of initial structures [18]. When time increases, an accumulation at the
lowest wavenumber occurs. At very late times , the value of the spectrum peak at k = 1 is
approximately equal to the total energy. Thus the wavenumber at the maximum speetral
energy decreases in time time, due to selforganization. Figure 5.10 shows a vorticity com45

parison of the in:fluence of viscosity on decaying 2D turbulent flow with a random initial
vorticity field. The contour level increment is (a,b) 8,15, ( c,d) 1.25,5 and (e,f) 0.6,4.
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Figure 5.10: Vorticity contours in numerical simulations with different types of viscosity,
where column D and E represent VI = w- 4 and v2 = 3.5 x w- 9 J respectively.
McWilliams reported about his simulations with random phase initial conditions [18]:
The vortices in the Newtonian viscosity salution are somewhat fewer in number and slightly
larger on average; these effects are consistent with the smaller effective Re for this calculation. In figures 5.11 (b) and ( c) these two statistica! properties are plotted in order to
compare the runs with two types of viscosity.
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Figure 5.11: Vort ex statistics with random phases of (a) the mean-square wavenumber, (b}
the total number of vortices, (c) the mean area and {d} the mean absolute amplitude.
The statistica! properties of the coherent structures in a medium with hyperviscosity always
change less rapidly than in a medium with Newtonian viscosity.
All present simulations show that the preferred shape for vortices is a Gaussian one.
This can be interpreted as a consequence of diffusion, following McWilliams [18]. The
Gaussian shape is approached asymptotically in time under radial diffusion. This property is exact for all radii for Newtonian viscosity, and it is approximate for small and
intermediate radii for hyperviseaus diffusion. Consicier an equation for vorticity diffusion

OW
8t

2

2

2

= v1 V w - v2 V V w.

(5.2)

It can be considered either as a linearization of (4.6) or as its axisymmetric limit, with
w = w(r, t) and V 2 = ~ %r %r ). In ref. [18] it is shown that a particular salution of (5.2)
with v2 = 0 has an amplitude decreasing as t- 1 and a bulk radius increasing as t 0 · 5 . From
hyperviscosity (i.e. with v1 = 0) numerical integrations of (5.2) with initial conditions of
a monopolar type, it is clear that the amplitude decreases and the bulk radius grows with

(r
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time here as well, but they do so with less steep functional dependences on time. This
is maybe a first explanation for the different evolution in hyperviscosity with respect to
Newtonian viscosity. However, the actual diffusion in coherent vortices is not axisymmetric
of course, and occurs primarily during intermittent events of large straining deformations.
Also Yao et al. already presented strong evidence basedon accurate numerical simulations,
for the different long-term evolutions [27]. The lifetime of smaller vortices was found to be
extended due to the preserree of hyperviscosity.
Following McWilliams in ref. [17], also simulations have been performed with an initial
energy spectrum

k

A

E(k, 0) ex 1 + (k/ko)4'

(5.3)

which has a single maximum at approximately k0 • The chosen viscosity parameters for
k0 = 6 are: v1 = 10- 3 , v1 = 10- 4 and v 2 = 3.125 x 10- 8 . This narrow-banded spectrum
yields vortices of approximately the same si ze. Due to the low peak waverrumher, a small
amount of large-scale structures is generated. Therefore these simulations are not suitable
for acquiring statistica! data of the large-scale structures. On the other hand, when k ~ oo
the initial spectrum Ê(k, 0) ~ k- 3 . This sealing behaviour of the smali-scale structures is
shown in the following figure.
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Figure 5.12: Time evolution of a random phase initial energy spectrum (Re= 104 ).

When time increases the small-scale range of the spectrum approaches a steeper spectrum
than the predicted k- 3 behaviour of Batchelor and Kraichnan [2, 21 J. A general explanation
for this destruction of scale invariance, is temporal intermittency [17], or the emergence of
coherent vortices (where the enstrophy cascade is inhibited inside) [21].
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5.2.3

Sealing Behaviour of Enstrophy

To investigate the decay laws of the energy and enstrophy in a medium with Newtonian
viscosity, the approach of Chasnov will he discussed [6]. First a definition is given of the
so-called palinstrophy
P

=~ j j 1Vwl dA,
2

(5.4)

A

which is a measure of the total amount of vorticity gradients in the entire flow field. It
also represents the dissipation rate of the enstrophy, whereas the enstrophy is a measure
of the energy dissipation rate,

dE
dt
dZ
di

-2vZ,

(5.5)

-2vP.

(5.6)

Now assume sealing behaviour like E ,. . ., te. and Z ,. . ., t!3. Then the sealing exponents can
be defined as a logarithmic derivative in time of the energy and enstrophy, viz.

a = dlog10E
(3 _ dlog 10 Z
dlog 10 t '
- dlog 10 t '
which may be computed easily using (5.5) and (5.6) from

(5.7)

p
z
a= -2vt(5.8)
(3
= -2vt z·
E'
Before this material will be implemented, first different definitions of the initial Reynolds
number will be considered. Consicier a square domain of area A = C2 and initial energy
E 0 , initial enstrophy Zo and initial palinstrophy P0 • Also assume that the medium has a
Newtonian viscosity v. Then these definitions are

Rez1
Re~
Re~

[2E0 / Ajli 2 [R/2]

(5.9)

V

[2Eo/A]
v[2Z0 / Ajl/ 2 '
[2Z0 /Aj31 2
v[2Po/A] ·

(5.10)
(5.11)

The first definition (5.9) is equivalent to the 'normal' macro-scale Reynolds number Re.
The second definition (5.10) also takes into account the initial enstrophy and is defined
as a micro-scale Reynolds number [6]. The third definition (5.11) is basedon the initial
enstrophy dissipation rate [16].
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In the paper of Chasnov [6] it is determined that a critical Reynolds number Ree exists
such that for initial Reynolds numbers with Re; < R e a solution with monotonically
decreasing Re 2 (t) results, whereas for Re; > Re the flow evolves with increasing Re 2 (t).
The latter implies in (5.10) a time dependenee of E and Z. Exactly at Re; = Re, the
turbulence evolves with constant Re 2 (t) and the energy decreases as t- 1 and the enstrophy 2
as t- 2 . When Rek becomes sufficiently large so that the energy remains essentially constant,
the enstrophy decays at large times as approximately C 0 ·8 •
Implementation of this in the previous runs with an initial condition of 100 non-isolated
Gaussian vortices, shows that if Re= 10 2 the micro-scale number Re 2 (t) decreases in time.
At Re= 10 3 this number is approximately constant, as can be interpreted as rv Rec. Finally
the runs with Re = 10 4 lead to an increasing Re 2 (t) in time. At Re = 10 2 both of the
sealing exponents a and j3 do not possess asymptotic behaviour, but they are decreasing
in time almost linearly. At Re = 103 exponent a and j3 are -1.0 at t = 50, but they are
probably no final states. In the turbulent decay range at Re = 104 the enstrophy sealing
exponent j3 = -1.06. With hyperviscosity this value (computed from a double-logarithmic
plot) is approximately -0.6. The enstrophy sealing exponent j3 is plotted in figure 5.13 (a) .
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-2·5 o'--~~,o~,'::-,----:':20-2"::-S~,o~-=
35-40-'::---~45::-----:'so.

(a)

(b)
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t

Figure 5.13: Time evolution of enstrophy sealing exponent (3, with Re = 104 and with
an initia[ condition of (a) 100 non-isolated Gaussian vortices and (b) an energy spectrum
defined in equation {A: (5.3), B: (5.1) }.

The results with a random phase initial condition are shown in figure 5.13 (b). When
Re = 10\ the cases with initial conditions of 100 non-isolated Gaussian vortices and
random phases with initial energy spectrum (5.1) and (5.3) yield the same asymptotic
value for the enstrophy sealing exponent, viz. j3 --+ -0.5.
2A

t- 2 decay law for the enstrophy was originally predicted by Batchelor for large Re [1] .
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5.3

Influence of Initial Condition

Each numerical simulation discussed in this section has been performed in a double-periodic
domain and with Newtonian viscosity given by Re = 10 4 . This choise is dictated by the
restricted total available simulation time and by the results of the previous sections. The
spatial grid is 256 2 in a domain with sizes of f x = fy = 2, ~t = 5 x 10- 4 and the initial
energy is 2.
To investigate the influence of the initial vortex sizes, a comparison has been performed
between 10 2 and 16 2 non-isolated Gaussian vortices. The vorticity contours are plotted in
figure 4.3 (a) and (b ). The latter has a mean size of approximately ~ times the size of
the former. Due to the selforganization process, in the latter case, the number of vortices
decreases in time from 256 to 100, say at time t = t'. We can formulate the following
hypothesis: The vortex statistics will have the same dynamics as the farmer case, at times
t larger than t'. The validity of this hypothesis will now be tested.
Consicier the initial conditions to be symbolized with A for 100 and B for 256 nonisolated Gaussian vortices. Simulations show that the energy of case B decreases more
rapidly in time than case A, approximately for times t :::; 5. This is due to the smaller
length-scales present in case B. The initial enstrophy in case B is approximately 2.5 times
larger than in case A. Again this is an inevitable consequence of the use of smaller lengthscales in the initial condition. Fortimest E (0, 50], the energy of caseBis always less than
in case A.
Figure 5.14 shows a comparison between the vorticity evolution of simulations with
three different types of initial conditions. For now, only the left (case A) and centre (case
B) column are of interest. Case C will be discussed later on. The contour level increment
is (a,b,c) 10,15,7.5, (d,e,f) 2,2.5,3 and (g,h,i) 1,1,1.
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Figure 5.14: Vorticity contours in num erical simulations with different types of initia!
conditions, where Re = 10 4 and the boundaries are periodic.
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Several results of the vortex statistics are shown in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Time evolution of (a) m ean-square wavenumber, (b) total number of vortices,
(c) mean vortex area and (d) mean absolute vortex amplitude.
In the turbulent decay range (t rv [1, 10]) the statistica! properties of case B clearly changes
more rapidly than case A. Although this different sealing behaviour is evident, one could
argue that it contains no practical relevance, because the initial Reynolds number Re~ of
case B is significantly smaller.
To generate an initial condition with the same E and Z as in case A, one has to change
the shape of the vortices. A systematic approach is to define an arbitrary velocity profile.
Then the energy can be calculated following (2.12). The vorticity is determined by (2.3)
and has to be substituted in (2.13), in order to calculate the enstrophy. The goal is to
realize two initial conditions with the same E and Z, but with a different kind of vorticity
structures. Consicier two initial conditions, existing of a different amount of non-isolated
Gaussian vortices , see (4. 7) . Then the claim of the use of the same E and Z results in
the claim of the use of the same vortex sizes! And this was just not allowed. After a trial
and error procedure, the claim is realized by the use of isolated Gaussian vortices. The
vorticity profile of (4.8) is determined by a purely azimuthal velocity distri bution of
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n __2_

ve(r) = 2re 2 '~,

(5.12)

where r 0 is the radial distance of maximum velocity. Then the energy of one vortex in an
unbounded domain, defined by (2.12), is given by

E

1100 v

=-

2
8

21rr dr

7r 2 4
= -0
r

(5.13)
2 0
8
and the enstrophy, defined by (2.13), results in ~0 2 r6. Now assume that the initial flow
field should contain an energy and enstrophy of Es and Zs, respectively. Then the new
initial condition with N 2 isolated Gaussian vortices has to obey

°'

(5.14)
(5.15)

This set results in a salution where N is afreeparameter and

(5.16)

n -

(5.17)

The initial condition with 100 non-isolated Gaussian vortices in case A, has an ensemble
average of the energy and enstrophy of 2 and 1435, respectively. This yields the numerical
values r 0 = 0.0528 and n = 809.612/N. Consicier the diameter of an isolated vortex to
be defined as 6r 0 • This means that N has a maximum value of 6, in the domain size of
2. The generated initial condition (case C) finally consists of 36 isolated Gaussian vortices
with r 0 = 0.0528 and n = 134.94. Spatial discretization errors, in a grid of 256 2 nodes, are
responsible for generating a flow field (after normalization) with Z(O) ~ 1420. Vorticity
contour plots of case C are shown in figure 5.14, to campare the vorticity evolution with
case A and B. The outer rings of the isolated vortices are being absorbed completely in the
background strain flow at timet = 2 (not plotted), leaving 36 non-isolated monopoles. A
remarkable result is that the energy and mean-square waverrumher of case C decays faster
than case A, although both bear the same E(O) and Z(O). The transient process of case
C is somewhat larger than case A. A comparison in time evolution of the mean-square
waverrumher between all initial cases discussed in this section, will be given at the end.
To explain the different sealing exponents observed, one has to estimate the amount of
(initial) vorticity gradients. An useful quantity to describe the former is the palinstrophy,
defined in (5.4). In order to formulate a final statement of the different sealing behaviour,
one has to deal more specifically with the definition of the Reynolds number. Thus, in a
deterministic system the variety in dynamics for different initial conditions is an inevitable
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consequence of the use of different initial Reynolds numbers. In the cases discussed, the
ensemble averaged numerical values are given in the next table.

I

Case

A

11

P x 10- 6
1.3
10.9
1.6

B

c

I

Re~
10000
10000
10000

I

Re~
374
233
375

I

Re~
300
146
243

Table 5.1: Different initia! parameters.

Figure 5.15 shows that the dynamics in caseBis not the same as in case A, although they
possess the same Reynolds number Re~. More concretely, when Re~ or Re~ increases, the
absolute value of the sealing exponents decreases. Consicier the specific time (t ~ 2) where
case B has been generated the same amount of coherent structures as the initial amount
of case A. Then the enstrophy dissipation rate (oe P) of case B is larger than the initial
value of case A. This is caused by the different shapes of the coherent structures in both
cases. The next tigure shows this difference, where the wavelet code detected 99 vortices
at this particular ensemble of case B.
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Figure 5.16: Vorticity contours of (a) case A at timet= 0 and (b) case B at timet= 2.
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Finally, three new different types of initial conditions will be discussed. These are
included in the next overview as case D, E and F.

Case

A
B

c
D
E
F

11

Initial condition
100 non-isolated Gaussian vortices
256 non-isolated Gaussian vortices
36 isolated Gaussian vortices
random phases with E ex l+(Z/ 6 )4
random phases with E ex {k+~~)ls
256 non-isolated Gaussian vortices
with fx = fy = 3 and E(O) = 5.12

Table 5.2: Different types of initia! conditions.

Case D and E have already been discussed in the previous section to investigate the influence of the type of viscosity. The faster sealing rates of case B with respect to case A
still is somewhat surprising. One could argue that the former is just a similar situation
as the latter, but in a larger domain area. To check this point, case F will be compared
with A, see table 5.2. In case F the individual vortex properties are exactly the same as in
case A, within the statistica! range of the random number generator. This means that the
vortices bear the same mean area and the same mean amplitude. So, the domain size has
to be extended to 3 and the initial energy to i~~ x 2 = 5.12. Figure 5.17 shows the time
evolutions of vorticity in cases D, E and F. The contour level increment is (a,b,c) 8,8,8,
(d,e,f) 2,1.25,2 and (g,h,i) 1,0.6, 1.25.
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Figure 5.17: Vorticity contours in numerical simulations with different types of initial
conditions 1 where Re = 104 and the boundaries are periodic.
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A surprising result is shown in figure 5.18 (a), where even case F has a considerable faster
decay rate of the total number of vortices than case A.
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Figure 5.18: lnfluence of different initia[ conditions. (a) Number of vortices in case A and
F. (b) Ensemble averaged mean-square wavenumber of all cases.

Note that the different sealing behaviour of case F is only determined by the same initial
condition as case A, extended to a larger domain area. Finally, figure 5.18 (b) gives an
overview of the efficiency of all cases discussed in this section. The sealing exponents
involved are summarized in the next table.
Case
Exponent

1 ~.o I~-21 ~2~ ~si ~3~ ~-~I

Table 5.3: Sealing behaviour of mean-square wavenumber at different initia[ conditions.

A rather pessimistic condusion from these results is that one may seriously doubt if there
exists a universa! behaviour of decaying 2D turbulence. Santangelo et al. already concluded
that the behaviour of decaying 2D turbulence at late times does not depend only on the
initial energy spectrum but also on the phase correlation among different Fourier modes
[21]. This chapter showed that all statistica! properties of the vortices are more or less
coupled. Thus the previous table can be considered as a measure of the differences in the
sensitivity of the vortex statistics to initial conditions.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
In this report the results are described of an investigation of the vortex statistics of decaying
2D turbulence. In literature one can read about comparisons of the results of numerical
simulations with those obtained from laboratory experiments. But in general these systems
are not the same. The aim of this project is to investigate, by performing numerical
simulations, the influence on the selforganization processof different types of (i) boundary-,
(ii) viscosity- and (iii) initial conditions.

6.1

Conclusions

Consicier an initial condition of 100 non-isolated Gaussian vortices, and a high non-linearity
of the flow, viz. Re = 104 . Several runs, within the same statistica! range of initial noise,
revealed that there is no significant difference in the statistica! properties of the coherent
vortices, between the selforganization process in a double-periodic (DP) domain and a
stress-free (SF) domain. However, in a domain with no-slip (NS) boundaries, the viscous
dissipation is more substantial and is more effective over a longer period, than in a domain
with DP or SF boundaries. This can be explained by the continuous production of smaliscale structures near those walls. The result is a less efficient selforganization process, i.e.
the statistica! properties of the large-scale vortices evolve less rapidly in time, in a domain
withno-slip walls compared to a domain with DP or SF boundaries.
The sudden increase of angular momenturn reflects the spontaneous spin-up of the flow,
in a majority of NS runs [7]. Since angular momenturn of unbounded viscous flows is conserved when the total circulation is zero (as in bounded domains withno-slip walls), the
spin-up is a process which is entirely due to the finiteness of the flow. However, the flow
in a domain with SF boundaries (note that v .L _ 0) is also confined by walls but causes
no spontaneous spin-up (with the same Re and initial condition). Thus the spontaneous
spin-up in a NS domain is at least dominated by the shear stresses at the no-slip walls.
Consicier again 100 non-isolated Gaussian vortices in a domain with periodic boundaries.
The runs with Re = 10 4 show that the theory of Carnevale et al. [5] only holcis when
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one considers the coupling of several statistica! quantities. The precise value of Ç disagrees
with data from Carnevale et al. The effect of hyperviscosity is probably not equivalent to
the asymptotic behaviour of diminishing Newtonian viscosity.
Initial conditions with random phases show a very rapid decay of energy, even at high
Re. This is mainly affected by the very large initial enstrophy and therefore by the existence of a huge population of smali-scale structures. The results of the wavelet analyses
show the same relative slow dynamics of the vortex statistics in the case of hyperviscosity
compared to the case of Newtonian viscosity.
Finaliy, the dependenee of vortex statistics on initial conditions has been investigated.
When the initial condition contains a larger population of vortices (100 vortices is used as
standard) in the same domain size, the selforganization process is faster than the original
case, after the same transient time. It is found that the classica! Reynolds number Re,
based on the box size, is not representative for the flow evolution. When the initial condition contains a large amount of smali-scale structures, the initial enstrophy and therefore
the initial energy dissipation rate wili be large too. Apparently, this yields the efficiency
of the selforganization process to be larger, until the final state is formed.

6.2

Recommendations

Although this project was aimed at investigating the universality of vortex statistics of
decaying 2D turbulence, several trivial numerical adaptations like temporal and spatial
resolution can be improved, to simulate more accurately. Then it wili be possible to
investigate vortex statistics at a larger amount of initial structures. It is recommended in
future research to pay attention to the foliowing items.
• The inertial range of the energy spectrum at intermediate times is steeper than k- 3 .
The shape of the spectrum is dominated by the coherent vortices. More precisely,
in the case of hyperviscosity, where large-scale structures are weli separated, the
spectrum is the superposition of the spectra of single vortices [2]. Does this property
hold in the case of Newtonian viscosity too?
• Turbulence is a non-equilibrium phenomenon: if a turbulent flow is left in a domain
without any external injection of energy, it decays. Maybe decaying turbulence is
not the place to look for sealing behaviour. The original theory of Batchelor and
Kraichnan [1, 13], assumes a steady injection rate for the cascaded quantities. It has
sametimes been argued that this steady injection rate situation could be replaced
by the effects of long-lived large-scale vortices [16]. In order to prevent this decay,
and to achieve a statistically steady state in which mean quantities are independent
of time, one could try to add a random forcing term {like ae in eq. (2.2)} in the
equations of motion. One could investigate this so-calied forced 2D turbulence as a
function of boundary and viscosity conditions.
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Appendix A

Test Results
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A.l

Numerical Convergence

The method of dealiasing results in a conservation of information, when the flow field is
transformed from the physical space to the discrete Fourier space and vice versa. This holds
for every fixed number of gridpoints. However, when this fixed number becomes larger,
the sampled initial condition approaches the physical one more accurately. This results in
a more accurate representation of the complete flow evolution. To test the temporal and
spatial convergence, the following data is available. The initial condition consists of 100
non-isolated Gaussian vortices with E(0)=2 in a square domain with sizes of 2 x 2. The
medium has Newtonian viscosity, with Re = 104 .

I

Case

11

A

B

c

I grid nocles I

b.t
0.001
0.001
0.0005

128 2
256 2
256 2

Table A.1: Test ensembles.
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Figure A.1 : Time evolution of mean-square wavenumber in a domain with (a) doubleperiadie (DP) boundaries and (b) stress-/ree (SF) boundaries.
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A.2

Test Wavelet Code
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Figure A.2: Vorticity contours, Re = 104 , stress-free boundaries.
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Figure A.3: Coh erent structures from output of wavelet code.
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Appendix B
Technology Assessment
The field of geophysical fluid dynamics studies the behaviour of large-scale flows in the
atmosphere and the oceans on Earth. These large-scale flows are approximately twodimensional and very persistent, i.e. they have long lifetimes. The importance of this
subject lies in a variety of applications: e.g. the prediction of the paths of hurricanes,
the adveetion of pollutants in the atmosphere and the understanding of periadie passage
of warm water along the tropical Pacific and the western coast of South America. To be
more concretely, illustrating examples of recent phenomena are: the northwards deviation
of hurricane Floyd towards theeast coast of the United States, the spreading of radioactive
elements after the Chernobyl catastrophe and the well known El Niiio effect . Also some
atmospheres of other planets show the occurrence of long-lived vortex structures . Illustrating examples are the Great Red Spot on Jupiter and the Great Dark Spot on Neptune.
To perfarm fundamental research effectively, one has to (i) formulate theoretica! models, (ii) perfarm experiments with a laboratory setup and (iii) run numerical simulations
on a computer. Every methad has advantages and disadvantages, so it seems to be inevitable to do research in all these fields. The study described in this report, discusses
several assumptions in the field of 2D turbulence applied by different research groups: the
implementations of boundary-, viscosity and initial conditions. It shows that one has to
take notice of these kind of discussions to campare his/her results with those from the
liter at ure.
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